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SYNOPSIS 

This paper is a preliminary report on a current research project being con
ducted at Iowa State College, for the purpose of supplying experimental evidence 
bearing upon some of the assumptions utilized by Clifford Older in his inter
pretation of the Bates Road Tests and by Dr Westergaard in his analytical solu
tions for stresses in pavement slabs Loads have been applied to experimental 
slabs at a corner and the tensile strains in the top surface of the slab have been 
measured by means of optical lever extensometers 

The strain measurements, together with observation of the shape of structural 
corner breaks, both in the field and the laboratory have led to a new hypothesis 
relative to the distribution of stress, or the locus of maximum moment in a slab 
when loaded at a corner It appears that the locus of maximum moment is a 
curved line which may he anywhere between a circular curve having the corner 
of the slab as a center and a line tangent to this curve at right angles to the corner 
bisector Also, the moment is non-uniformly distributed along this path, 
being greater near the bisector than at the edges of the slab The factors 
which control the variations in shape of the locus of maximum moment between 
the described limits are not discernible. 

Since the greatest stress m the slab under tlus hypothesis will occur when 
the locus is a circular curve and the least stress will occur when it is a straight 
line normal to the bisector, analyses incorporating these limiting cases are 
introduced and two expressions, one for the maximum and the other for the 
minimum probable tensile stresses along the corner bisector are derived These 
equations, when evaluated with constants applicable to the first experimental 
slab studied, define two stress curves, one of which is about 50 per cent greater 
than the other In general the measured stresses in this slab he between these 
limiting curves and are nearer the curve of maximum probable stress 

A comparison between both the measured and analytically determined stresses 
and those obtained by Dr Westergaard's analysis reveals substantial agreement 
between them as to the distance from the corner at which maximum stresses 
occur Also his conclusion that the magnitude of subgrade reaction has rela
tively little effect upon stresses is verified The expression here derived for 
mimmum probable stress comcides with his expression for maximum stress 

The studies reveal the need for further experimental evidence relative to the 
relationship between subgrade reactions and deflections and the distribution of 
deflections m the corner region of slabs 

The stresses induced in concrete pave- rigid type of highway pavement A 
ment slabs by concentrated wheel loads number of studies directed toward the 
acting upon the pavement surface have solution of this problem have been con-
been the subject of mtense mterest and ducted by several research agencies and 
discussion by highway engineers and these studies, together with observed per-
alhed scientists smce the advent of this formance of existmg structures, have pro-
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vided the basis for the design of many 
thousands of miles of concrete pavement 
and pavement base Because of the 
breath takmg speed with which highway 
builders have had to design and construct 
these ngid slabs in order to keep up with 
the demand for all year round traffic 
service, most of the expenmental studies 
have, of necessity, been of the perform
ance type of test and the analytical 
studies have been based upon hypotheses 

I which are largely a prion m character 
As a result, there remam a number of 
questions bearmg upon this problem, con-
cemmg which more knowledge is needed 
before further refinement m design can 
be accomplished 

The Iowa Engmeenng Expenment Sta
tion established a project several years 
ago, the objective of which is to measure 
the stresses in concrete pavement slabs 
acted upon by concentrated surface loads 
and to study the distribution of these 
stresses as well as their magmtude in rela
tion to the applied load Up to the pres
ent time, this work has been lumted to 
the smgle case of a load placed at a right 
angle corner of a. slab and stress measure
ments have been confined to the comer 
region m the vicmity of the apphed load 

This paper is a progress report on that 
project and will describe the methods of 
measurement employed and present a 
limited amount of data in support of a 
new hypothesis relative to the distribu
tion of stress or the locus of maximum 
stress m a slab when loaded at a comer 
The prehmmary or tentative conclusions 
which will be offered are given mainly for 
the purpose of thought provocation and 
discussion 

Before entermg upon an exposition of 
the techmque of this study, it will be of 
service to review briefly two of the out-
standmg previous researches m this field 

The first of these, widely known as the 
Bates Road Tests, was conducted m 1922 
and 1923 by the Illmois State Highway 
Department under the direction of Clif
ford Older' In these tests a senes of 
concrete pavement slabs and concrete 
bases for other types of surfacmg were 
constructed m sections 100 and 200 ft 
long on a contmuous tangent under field 
conditions There were about 71 sec
tions, each of different design All sec
tions were 18 ft wide, but some were pro
vided with center jomts of various designs 

The test sections were loaded by a truck 
which traveled up one side and back on 
the other a large number of round tnps 
The load on the truck was varied so that 
the rear wheel concentrations ranged from 
2500 to 13,000 lb and careful observation 
of the progressive effect on each pavement 
section was made and recorded Also, 
extensive studies were made of the deflec
tions of the slab, the impact effect of the 
movmg wheel load as compared to the 
same load statically apphed, and the 
curling effect of temperature changes m 
various parts of the slabs 

The data obtamed m the Bates Road 
Tests have been of inestimable value in 
the design of rigid pavement slabs 

These extensive Illmois tests vividly 
demonstrated the importance of provid-
mg adequate strength in the pavement 
design to resist corner loads, smce dis
integration and ultimate destmction of 
the test slabs practically always followed 
the occurrence of breaks at the corners 
Transverse cracks, due to temperature 
changes or traffic, or both, did not seri
ously impair the structural integnty of 
the slab unless and until they were fol
lowed by comer breaks 

From the observation of loads causmg 
' Am Soc Civil Engineers, Trans v 87, 

1924, p 1180 
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comer breaks and the thickness of broken 
slabs, Older presented the load-thick
ness relationship for all the broken slabs 
in the study in a diagram and found that 
the observed pomts cluster about a curve 
which is defined by the equation 

= 1 / 
3W 

S (1) 

m which d = thickness of slab, W = 
breakmg load, and S = modulus of rup
ture of companion beams 

This formula is based upon a computa
tion which was first proposed by A. T 
Goldbeck and involves the followmg as
sumptions "That the load, W, is ap-
phed at the extreme pomt of a nght-
angled comer formed by the mtersection 
of an open transverse crack or joint with 
the edge of the pavement, that the comer 
is entirely unsupported by the subgrade 
and, therefore, acts as a simple cantilever, 
and that fiber stresses are uniform on 
any section normal to a line bisecting the 
comer angle " It is known that the first 
of these assumptions does not truly repre
sent the situation in the Bates tests, smce 
the path of the center of the wheels was 
carefully held to a distance 6 inches from 
the edge of the pavement in the most 
severe case, makmg the minimum dis
tance along the bisector from the comer 
of the slab to the center of gravity of the 
load about 8 | m Also, of course, the 
load must have been distnbuted in some 
manner over the entire contact area be
tween the tire and pavement and not 
concentrated at a pomt 

The second and third assumptions 
probably do not represent the exact con
ditions which prevailed in the tests, al
though the evidence obtained at Bates is 
not extensive enough to warrant a definite 
conclusion on this pomt 

Another valuable attack upon this 

problem of stresses in pavement slabs is 
the analytical solutions proposed by Dr 
H M Westergaard ̂  In this study he j 
analyzes the stress situation resultmg 
from loads appUed at a comer, at the 
center of a slab, and at an unsupported 
edge at some considerable distance from 
a comer Only the solution of the comer 
situation will be reviewed here 

In this solution, Dr. Westergaard as
sumes the subgrade reactions to be verti
cal and proportional to the deflection of 1 
the slab and he mtroduces a quantity 
called the "radius of relative stiffness" 
which IS a measure of the stiffness of the 
slab relative to that of the subgrade* I t 
is expressed by the formula: 

E h ' 
12(1 - M )̂k 

(2) 

in which I = radius of relative stiffness, 
E = modulus of elasticity of concrete, 
n = Poisson's ratio, and k = modulus of 
subgrade resistance, stated in lb per sq. 
m per mch of deflection, that is in lb per 
m ' (p c 1 ) 

Also, he derives an expression for the 
deflections of a slab m the neighborhood 
of the comer (see Equation (3)), m which 
z = deflection of the slab, P = load at a 
comer, x = distance from the comer to 
any point measured m a direction parallel 
to the axis bisecting the comer, and a i = 
distance from the comer to the center of 
gravity of the load along the bisector 

&i 11 e I - ^ 88 e 1 (3) 

The reactions of the subgrade are then 
expressed as kz and the bendmg moment 

' Proceedings, Fifth Annual Meeting, High
way Research Board, 1926 Part 1, page 90 

' Proceedings of the American Society for 
Testing Materials, Vol 24, Part I I , Technical 
Papers, p 1025 
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computed in the section x = X i due to 
the combmed influence of the apphed load 
and the reactions of the subgrade. Then 
he employs the third assumption used in 
the Bates Tests " . . this bending mo
ment will be approximately uniformly dis
tributed over the width 2xi of the cross 
section," and obtains the approximate ex
pression for the greatest tensile stress in 
the comer region* 

and the distance from the comer at which 
this stress occurs is found to be approxi
mately 

= 2 V a i l (5) 

It will be noted that when a = 0, that is, 
when the load is placed at the comer, the 
expression for the tensile stress reduces to 

(Tc = 
3P 
ĥ  (6) 

which is the same as the formula em
ployed by Older in interpreting the Bates 
Tests. 

These studies by Dr. Westergaard have 
introduced a number of enlightemng con
cepts into the study of stresses in pave
ment slabs and his solution of the comer 
load case undoubtedly comes nearer to 
the actual situation than does the treat
ment employed by Goldbeck and Older, 
smce he deals with the load in its actual 
position Also, while some of his assump
tions m regard to the subgrade reaction 
are as yet unverified, it is a distinct for
ward step to include these pressures m 
the analysis Both the Westergaard and 
the Goldbeck and Older analyses, how
ever, employ the same assumption in 
regard to the distnbution of the maximum 
tensile stresses and this assumption has 

not as yet been verified by direct measure
ment of stresses in slabs 

The research in this field at Iowa State 
College has been directed mainly to
ward a study of the stress distnbution 
situation m the comer region m an at
tempt to provide an experimental back
ground for the assumed distribution. 
The plan of the experiments has been to 
measure the strains m the top surface of 
the comer region of several concrete slabs 
supported on an earth subgrade and 
loaded through a circular area placed at 
the comer. 

The first experimental slab was 6 in. 
thick and 10 by 12 ft in plan. Some pre
liminary studies were made with a smaller 
slab, but it was foimd that the comer 
opposite the load tipped up appreciably 
and the smaller size was deemed unsatis
factory. A 0 0001-in. dial placed on the 
comer opposite the loaded comer of the 
10 by 12 slab showed vertical upward 
movements ranging from 0 to 0 0004 in , 
which was considered to be negligible as 
far as effect on stresses at the loaded cor
ner was concemed. 

The subgrade upon which the slabs 
rested was constmcted synthetically by 
tamping moist yellow clay m thin layers 
within a plank crib 12 by 14 ft in plan 
and 2 ft. deep. The whole set up is 
located in a basement room which is 
affected very httle by outside tempera
tures so that temperature effects upon 
measurements of strains in the concrete 
were eliminated to a large extent Loads 
were apphed to the slab by means of a-
screw jack acting against the floor beams 
of the floor above, and were measured by 
means of a pair of cahbrated coil springs 
mounted between two cast iron plates. 
The loads were transmitted to the slab 
through circular cast iron bearmg pl&tes 
with a cushion of cornstalk insulating 
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board between the plate and the slab to 
aid m secunng a uniform distribution of 
the load over the circular area 

The strams in the concrete were meas
ured by means of a number of optical 
lever extensometers which were placed 
along elements radiatmg from the loaded 
comer at 0°, 22 |° , 45°, 67 |° , and 90° 
These extensometers, which had a gauge 
length of 3 m , were of the type developed 
by A. N Johnson' and consisted of a gauge 
bar with a fixed knife edge at one end. 
At the other end, a shallow notch was 
machmed m the lower surface of the gauge 
bar to receive the upper edge of a hard
ened steel diamond shaped, rotatmg kmfe 
edge, while the lower edge was m contact 
with the surface of the concrete The 
diamond shaped kmfe edges were at
tached ngidly to a ^ - m steel bar which 
supported a small pohshed steel mirror at 
one end and a counterweight for the mir
ror at the other end The mirrors were 
16 by 19 mm m dimension The fixed 
and the rotatmg ends were held in contact 
with the concrete by a § x 3 x S^-m steel 
weight attached to the upper side of the 
gauge bars The extensometers could be 
moved readily from pomt to pomt on the 
top of the slab and they reqmred no gauge 
pomts or other mclusions which imght 
impair the mtegnty of the slab surface 
and cause localized stress disturbances 

The readmg telescopes, which were or-
dmary surveyors' levels m this case, and 
the scales upon which movement of the 
optical lever was observed, were located 
at pomts from 25 to 40 ft away from the 
mirrors, dependmg upon the space avail
able along the vanous projected elements 
The scales were divided into inches and 
tenths and the images m the instruments 
were sufficiently clear to warrant estimat-
mg the scale readmgs to T^TT of an mch 

As the slab was loaded and strain 

developed m the slab, the movement 
withm the gauge length caused the mov
able diamond pomt and the mirror to 
rotate The Ime of sight from the mstru-
ment to the mirror and back to the scale 
was thus deflected in accordance with 
optical laws and the change m scale read
mgs due to this rotation was a measure 
of the strain m the concrete slab within 
the gauge length The geometry of the 
situation, by which the umt stram in the 
slab was calculated, is shown with the 
diagram of the extensometer m Figure 1 
The hne of sight to the scales was affected 
by two phenomena, the change in length 
between the gauge pomts or kmfe edges 
and the change m slope of the slab surface 
as it deflected under load It was neces
sary, therefore, to use these extensome
ters in pairs, placed side by side close 
together, with the mirror of one of the 
pair arranged so that it would rotate in 
the opposite direction to that of the other 
Then the stram m the slab would cause a 
positive readmg on the scale for one mir
ror and a negative readmg for the other, 
while the change m slope due to deflection 
of the slab would deflect the Ime of sight 
upward and cause a positive reading for 
both mirrors The algebraic average of 
the two nurror readmgs elimmated the 
scale difference due to the change m slope 
and gave the true scale readmg caused by 
the stram m the slab alone 

These extensometers have operated 
satisfactorily and have gained the confi
dence of the users The techmque which 
has been adopted m their use has been 
to load the slab three times for any given 
load situation or placement of the exten
someters and the average of the three 
results obtamed A uniform penod of 
5 mm has been allowed to elapse after 
the removal of the load before the final 
zero readmg is taken. If this final read-
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ing did not coincide with the initial zero 
readmg of the scale, as sometimes hap
pened, though mfrequently, it was as
sumed that some slippage must have 
taken place between the knife edges and 
the concrete and the extensometer was 
reset and a new senes of readmgs taken 

In the early stages of stress measure
ment, only four pairs of extensometers 
were used and these were all placed along 
one radial element at a tune. Later eight 
additional pairs of extensometers were 
made in order to facilitate the measure-

Ime of sight of those behmd After the 
scale readmgs for one settmg of the exten
someters had been taken, they were reset 
either at other pomts on the same radial 
element, or on other elements and the 
load agam applied These operations 
were repeated until the extensometers had 
been placed at a sufficient number of 
pomts to give a complete picture of the 
distribution of strams m the region of 
the comer 

Vertical deflections of the slab at the 
loaded comer were measured by means 

W77/777777777, 
Telescope ofS/ab 

77777777777777777777777. 

Tan cc.A..^ 

Unit Sfrain, S' i 

Figure 1 

ment of strams at a larger number of 
points for each load application Four 
pairs were placed on each of three radial 
elements, which required six levels for 
readmg, since four scale images in the 
field of view of one instrument was about 
the maximum which could be read In 
order to obtain four images m one tele
scope it was necessary to vary the length 
of bar between the diamond shaped knife 
edges and the mirrors, the shortest being 
placed nearest the instrument, so that the 
forward mirror would not obstruct the 

of a 0 0001-in Federal dial. These meas
urements showed an increasing total 
downward deflection of the comer under 
a load of 3000 lb as the number of loading 
cycles mcreased. The increase in total 
deflection was relatively rapid in the early 
loading cycles, but declined as the number 
of cycles increased. Roughly it may be 
said that two-thirds of the total increase 
in deflection occurred within the first one-
third of the loading cycles. From these 
measurements and visual inspection, it 
was apparent that the subgrade was 
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stressed beyond its elastic limit and was 
permanently deformed imder the re
peated loading. In fact, toward the end 
of the load application period a sheet of 
paper could readily be inserted between 
the slab and the subgrade when no load 
was on the slab, indicating that i t was 
entirely unsupported for some undeter
mined distance back from the comer 
This space closed up as load was applied, 
however, and the slab seemed to be in full 

Figure 2 

.contact with the subgrade at the maxi
mum test load. 

These deflection measurements have 
.been utilized m determinmg an apparent 
modulus of subgrade resistance for use in 
analyzing the stresses in the slab, by sub-
stitutmg observed values in Wester-
gaard's formula for comer deflection and 
solvmg for k with x = 0 Apparent 
values of the moduli thus obtained range 
from about 275 p . c i , correspondmg to a 
deflection of 0.0232 in., to a minimum of 

40 p c 1, correspondmg to a deflection of 
0 0620 in Smce, as stated above, the 
deflections mcreased rapidly m the earher 
loadmgs, and smce the apparent modulus 
of subgrade resistance decreases at a 
greater rate than the deflection mcreases, 
the apparent modulus decreased very 
rapidly from about 275 p c i to about 
65 p.ci m roughly the first one-third 
repetitions of load For the later load
ings, the modulus remained nearly con
stant. 

The measured umt strains along the 
various elements in the top surface of the 
first test slab, under loads of 1000 l b , 
2000 l b , and 3000 lb , appHed over a 
circular area 6f m m diameter and placed 
tangent to each side of the comer are 
shown m Figures 3 to 7 The observed 
strains along the comer bisector (Fig
ure 5) are divided mto two groups, one of 
which seems to be consistently lower than 
the other The lower group of these two 
represents the etram measurements ob
tained for the first 25 load apphcations on 
the slab when the apparent modulus of 
subgrade reaction was relatively high 
(about 250 p c i ) . After this group of 
observations was made, the extensometers ' 
were moved to other elements and then 
later were reset on the bisector and the 
higher group of readmgs was obtained 
This latter group, therefore, represents a 
later period of the loadmg cycles when 
the apparent modulus had settled down 
to a slowly changing value The average 
value for this group of strains is about 
75 p c 1. The differences m subgrade 
modulus seem to have had no important 
effect upon the strams along the other 
radial elements, and no attempt has been 
made to divide these data on that basis 

The measured strams are widely scat
tered at some pomts along the radial ele
ments, especially m the case of the higher 
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loads, which fact has precipitated some 
intensive study to detennine whether this 
scattering was due to experimental errors 
m measurement, or whether i t represented 
the true strain situation for this slab 
This study has led to the conclusion that 
the measurements were accurate, withm 
reasonable limits, and that the scattermg 
of the pomts is due to the fact that the 
type of extensometer used measured the 
strams m the top skm of the concrete slab 

along the element by one-half inch incre
ments, loadmg the slab for each settmg 
of the gauge, in an attempt to locate the 
trouble pomt I t was found that as the 
gauge approached a certain pomt, the 
readmg fell o£f considerably in relation to 
the pomts nearer the load Then when 
this point was straddled by the knife 
edges, the readmgs took a sudden jump 
to a value nearly double the low readmgs 
As the gauges moved outward along the 
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and that this top skin probably contained 
many microscopic cracks due to surface 
drjang of the slab 

As evidence to support this conclusion, 
i t will be of interest to relate an experience 
of the operators in measuring strains 
along the 0° element which are shown in 
Figure 3 The extensometers m the 
neighborhood of 2 f t 9 m. from the comer 
gave very erratic results, and after mak
ing sure that the extensometers were m 
order, i t was decided to move the gauges 

element, the readings returned to a value 
which appeared to be more nearly normal 
This behavior gave rise to the theory that 
the surface must be cracked at the trouble 
point and a microscope was applied to 
the slab and a very distmct crack was 
found. I t was observed to open and 
close as the slab was loaded and unloaded, 
but did not appear to travel or increase 
in size appreciably, although the slab was 
loaded between 100 and 200 times 

Further evidence that the scattered 

\ 
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measurements obtamed were due to sur
face skm abnormalities due to drying is 
found m the fact that a later slab which 
I S under observation at the present time, 
and which has been kept damp on the 
surface at all tunes, is yieldmg much 
more uniform and consistent stram 
measurements 

strain m the comer region of the slab 
An exanunation of this diagram reveals a 
distnbution of stram across the comer 
which IS not uniform along a straight Ime 
through the pomt of maximum strain and 
normal to the comer bisector, but rather, 
the locus of maximum stram seems to 
follow a curved path which bends toward 

•/b/A of^Corner Bnak 
unsfer <J8O0/blood 

Figure 8 Iso-straln Diagram. Radial Unit Strains, 10-« In /In under 3000 lb Load 

These studies have led to the behef that 
i t is justifiable to draw a mean curve 
through the scattered points to obtam a 
graph of the distribution of strains along 
the several elements studied 

From these mean curves, then, an iso-
strain diagram can be drawn, as m Fig
ure 8, showmg the Imes of equal radial 

the comer as the edges of the slab are 
approached. Also, i t appears that the 
stram is not uniformly distributed along 
this path, but is less at the edges than in 
the vicmity of the bisector 

Another approach to a determmation 
of the path of the maximum stram m a 
slab loaded at a comer may be made by 
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observing the shape of comer cracks or 
breaks m actual slabs m service and in 
slabs broken in the laboratory experi
ments I t cannot be stated defimtely 
that the shape of a comer break will com-
cide with the locus of maximum stram m 
the slab smce the shape of the break will 
be mfluenced by non-uniform strength 
characteristics of the concrete, by un-
evenness of the subgrade resistance, and 
other factors Also, such a correlation 
mvolves the theory of failure of a comer 
and no such theory has been established 
For example, if the strain m the neighbor
hood of the comer bisector is greater than 
at the edges of the slab, as shown in the 
iso-stram diagram m Figure 8, m all prob-
abihty, mpture of the concrete would 
begm near the bisector and progress to 
the edges Whether the path which the 
failure travels would comcide with the 
locus of maximum stram which existed 
prior to the mitial mpture is purely con
jectural However, i t seems entirely rea
sonable to the author that the shape of a 
comer break would approximate the locus 
pf maximum strain 

After completing the strain measure
ments on the first slab, as outlmed above, 
the comers were loaded to failure and a 
record of the shape of the breaks was 
made, as well as the load causing the fail
ure The results of these tests are shown 
in Figure 9 The loads causing failure 
"were very uniform, havmg an average 
value of 9780 lb. The shape of three of 
phe breaks was defimtely a curve with the 
ends bendmg toward the comer The 
ther break was qmte irregular, although 

t approximated a straight hne For con-
enience, a circular curve and a straight 

line normal to the bisector and passmg 
through the mtersection of the bisector 
and the break have been drawn. 

A number of comer breaks in concrete 

pavement slabs in and around Ames, Iowa 
have been surveyed and the data concem-
mg them are shown m Figures 10 to 15 
I t I S , of course, impossible to say definitely 
that these breaks are due to comer wheel 
loads, smce the author was not present at 
the time the break occurred However, 
the circumstances surrounding each case 
pomt rather defimtely to the conclusion 
that they are stmctural breaks, except m 
the case shown m Figure 15 Here there 

Corner Bnsairs 

area 6/^'m diameter 

corner Breaks 

P-IOZOO/b P- fSOOIh 

Figure 9. Comer Breaks on First Experimental 
Slab 

I S no mdication whether the break is 
stmctural or not, but i t is such a good 
illustration of a curved comer break, that 
i t is mcluded for what i t is worth Fur
ther, even though the assumption that 
the breaks are due to comer wheel loads 
IS accepted, there is no evidence as to the 
magmtude of such loads, the place of 
application, or the size and shape of the 
area of contact between the wheels and 
the pavement 
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These limited studies of comer breaks 
indicate that a slab may break under a 
comer load along a curved path which hes 
anywhere between a circular curve havmg 
the comer as a center and a straight hne 

comer and to mcrease m curvature to
ward the circular shape, as the distance] 
from the comer to the break mcreases 

The laboratory strain measurements 
conducted so far m this project and the 

(no dowe/s) / 
3tS' 

Figure 10. Five-inch Concrete Pavement Reinforced with 6-6-9 wire mesh placed near bottom 
of slab 

tangent to such a curve which is normal 
to the comer bisector The factors which 
cause the vanation m shape of the break 
are not discermble. There seems to be a 
definite tendency for the break to ap
proach a straight line if i t occurs near the 

observation of stmctural comer breaks 
both in the laboratory and the field lead 
to the hypothesis that the locus of maxi
mum moment produced in a concrete 
pavement slab by a comer load is a curved 
Ime which bends toward the comer as i t 
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approaches the edges of the slab I t ap
pears that the locus may he anywhere 
between a straight Ime normal to the bi
sector and a circular curve havmg the 
comer as a center Under this hypothe
sis, the maximum stress will occur when 
the locus is a circular curve smce this is 
the shorter of the two hmitmg sections 

Applying this hypothesis as to maxi
mum stress m a slab under a comer load 
and utihzmg the Westergaard concepts 
relative to subgrade reactions and deflec
tions m the comer region, it is found that 
the forces actmg upon a comer portion 
of the slab are as shown in Figure 16 
Writing moments about the section a-a 
gives* the results shown in Equation (7). 

in which M = the maximum moment per 
unit length at the comer bisector. 

Substituting this value of m and West-
ergaard's value of p in Equation (8) gives 
Equation (10) Integrating (10) we get 
Equation (11) In this equation, the 
third and fifth terms are relatively small 
and smce one is plus and the other mmus, 
they may be disregarded Solvmg for M 
gives Equation (12) 

Dividmg by the section modulus per 

unit of width, which is - , the tensile 
b 

stress at any pomt on the bisector xi from 
the comer is as shown m Equation (13) 

Assummg the stress to be umf ormly dis
tributed over the length 2xi, normal to 

P(xi - ai) - 2 
707X1 

px(xi — x)dx — 2 r p ( x ? -
J 707 X, 

x2)» (xi - x)dx 

- 2x1 j^* v ( l - cos </>)d(̂  - 2xi j^* mcoa <t>d<t> = 0 
(7) 

This equation may be simplified by 
mcludmg the subgrade reactions on the 
area between the Ime a-a and the curve 
bxi b and ignoring the shears on the ele
ments Xi d<j> The moment due to each 
of these groups of forces is small so that 
adding one and elimmating the other 
cannot seriously affect the final result 
Equation (7) may then be wntten as 
shown m Equation (8) 

the bisector, an expression for the mim-
mum probable stress may be derived in 
smiilai manner (see Equation (14)) This 
equation is similar to Dr Westergaard's 
expression for maximum stress (Equa
tion 4, page 125) except that i t is general 
for all values of xi 

Usmg values of ai = 0.4 f t , E = 
3,750,000 and t = 6 in , which are appli
cable to the slab reported herem, and 

P(xi - ai) - 2 ^ px(xi - x)dx - 2 xi m cos 4>d<l> = 0 (8) 

The strain measurements showed that 
the moment at the edges was about 75% 
of that at the center, and varied roughly 
as <t>^ Therefore 

m = M ( l - .4^2) (9) 
* The author is indebted to Prof V P Jen

sen of Iowa State College for assistance in set
tmg up this equation 

assuming Poisson's ratio to be 15, the 
maximum and minimum probable stresses 
in the slab with subgrade moduh of 250 
p c i . and 75 p c i are shown m Table I 

The stresses given in Table I are shown 
graphically m Figures 17 and 18, along 
with the stresses obtained for the experi
mental slab by multiplying the measured 
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P(xi - ai) - 2 2 px. 
1̂  Jo 

X e 1 dx - I - 1 76 pxiai 
1' Jo 

X e 1 dx - I - 2 2 

2x 

1 dx 

- 2 xi M (1 - 4<̂ .2) cos <l>d<l> = 0 

P(x, - aO - 2 2 Px, 1 - e"T̂  + i j 

+ 44 Pxi [ l - e- T + i ) J + 4 4 PI [ l - e" ^ (^^, + ^ + l ) ] (11) 

- 4 4 P a . [ l - e - ^ T ( ? ^ + ? . ^ ^ > ) J _ 

M = 77 P ^1 - ^ - 2 2 1 - e~ + 1^ 

+ 44-!- 1 _ 

1 3 Mx, = 0 

-1-44 i r i - e - r Y ^ - I 

' . - v r ( - i - - [ ' - « - ' ^ ( ? - ' ) ] 

-1-44 

T A B L E I 

Xl 
feet 

1 0 
1 25 
1 50 
1 75 
2 00 
2 25 
2 50 
3 00 
3 50 
4 00 
4 50 

Tensile Stress 

k = 250 p c 1 k = 75 p c 1 

Maximum MiDimum Maximum Mimmum 

201 131 216 141 
216 141 230 150 
223 145 247 161 
220 144 248 162 
214 139 246 160 
205 133 243 158 
192 126 240 156 
165 107 222 145 
135 88 203 132 
104 68 181 118 
76 50 156 102 

strams m the outer surface of the concrete 
as given in Figure 5, by the modulus of 
elasticity of the concrete The maximum 
stresses accordmg to the Westergaard 
formula are also shown on these graphs 

The measured stresses he between the 
two limiting stress curves resultmg from 
the hypothesis announced m this paper 
and are nearer to the curve representing] 
the maximum probable stress, except for] 
the higher values of xi m the case of] 
k = 75 In this case, the measured 
stress values are higher than the calcu-' 
lated stresses and are substantially uni
form for several feet m the region of 
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maximum stress This uniform stress 
situation is venfied to some extent by the 
fact that the four corners of the expen-
mental slab broke off under similar comer 

The study indicates, however, that the 
stresses m a slab may be from 0 to 50% 
greater than those obtained by his analy
sis of the comer load situation There is 

Bifominous Joinfs-
jy^i (no dowe/s) 

_18IL 

Corner Breaks 

Bifuminous Ja/nfs 
(no cfoive/s) 

Corner Break 

Figure 11. Five-inch Concrete Pavement Reinforced with 6-6-9 wire mesh placed near bottom 
of slab 

loads at distances from the comer which 
varied from 1 81 to 3 85 f t 

Both the measured and the calculated 
stresses are m substantial agreement with 
Westergaard's analysis m regard to the 
distance from the comer at which the 
maximum stresses occur They also 
verify his conclusion that the value of 
the subgrade modulus has relatively little 
effect on the maximum stress m the slab. 

no evidence available to provide a basis 
for predictmg the specific amount of this 
increase for any particular slab 

I t IS difficult to make a valid compari
son between the results obtained m the 
Bates' Road Tests and the stress formulas 
offered m this paper, because the modulus 
of elasticity of the concrete and the 
modulus of subgrade resistance which pre
vailed m the Bates' specimens are not 
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known Nevertheless, a general com
parison with these experimental data is 
of value m showmg the order of magm
tude of the results obtamed in the two 
studies, and the diagram m Figure 19 is 
offered for this purpose In plotting the 
curves for the load-thickness relationship 
resultmg from the maximum and mim-

mitial value of roughly 275 p c i to a 
terminal value of about 40 p c i due to 
permanent set of the subgrade under a 
load repeated about 400 to 500 times, i t 
seems logical to suppose that similar 
phenomena probably occurred at Bates 
Smce those slabs were loaded thousands 
of-times instead of hundreds, a value of 

Bifominous Jbinfs-
(no e/oive/s) 

Figure 12 Five-inch Concrete Pavement Reinforced with 6-6-9 wire mesh placed near bottom 
of slab 

mum probable stress formulas, the value 
of the modulus of elasticity of the con
crete at ultimate has been estimated, or 
more properly guessed to be about 
3,000,000. From the expenence gained 
m connection with the first test slab, 
where the apparent modulus of subgrade 
resistance was rapidly reduced from an 

25 p c i for k does not seem far out of Ime 
The distance from the corner to the cen
ter of gravity of the load, ai, is known to 
have been 8 | in , and the reported average 
value of the modulus of mpture for all 
sections was 703 p s i 

In appraismg the position and shape of 
the theoretical curves relative to the ex-
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Figure 13 Four-Inch Concrete Sidewalk 
adjacent to a driveway 

Corner Break 

Figure 14 
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Section x-x 

Figure 16 

penmental pomts i t must be remembered 
that the experimental values mclude the 
effect of repeated loads producing stressed 
greater than 50 per cent of the modulus oi 
rupture of the concrete and possibly some 
impact effect The thickness determmec 
by the Bates expenmental data, there
fore, may be expected to be greater thai; 
those obtained by the proposed formulas; 
by an undetermmed amount 

Throughout this whole study, the neec 
for adequate fundamental knowledge ir 
regard to the relationship between sub-
grade pressures and deflections has beer 
apparent, both from the standpomt ol 
research and design, and attempts have 
been made to study this relationship 
without satisfactory results Also, there 
I S need for more knowledge regardmg the 
distribution of deflections in the comei 
region Some information regareimg thi£ 
eiistnbution has been obtamed for the 
third experimental slab which is bemf 
observed at the present tune. The de
flections in the comer region of this slab 

300\ 

•^"^ t 
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w • t 
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• isure d Si ress 
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Figure 17 
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Apparent k = 75 pci 

• Measured 5ress 
Calculated Stress 

® Calculated $Tr&3s CWestergaard) P'3000lb 
Va,'4-\ \ 

y/mm 
I Z 3 

•X, = Distance from corner of elab , feet 

Figure 18 
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P-SOOOIk 

Figure 20. Iso-deflectlon Diagram Vertical 
Deflections In 0 0001". Third 

Experimental Slab 

which is similar m dimensions to the first 
slab, were measured by means of a net
work of 0 0001-in dials, with the results 
shown m the iso-deflection diagram in 
Figure 20 Unfortunately and unex
pectedly, the subgrade on which this slab 
was constmcted was unduly stiff, havmg 
an apparent modulus in the neighborhood 
of k = 1000 or 1100 p c i which permitted 
only very small deflections and makes a 
study of their distribution difficult and 
uncertain I t should be noted, however, 
that the deflections along the bisector 
practically coincide with those obtained 
by Westergaard's formula for deflection 
This 13 also tme for pomts not on the 
bisector for a distance of about 1^ feet 
back from the comer Beyond this point 
the deflections of pomts not on the bisec
tor deviate shghtly from the theoretical, 
although the deviation is small and not 
unportant Whether they might be im
portant or not with a slab on a more 
nearly normal subgrade, remains to be 
studied 

DISCUSSION ON STRESSES I N CONCRETE PAVEMENT SLABS 

M R CLIFFORD OLDER, QuinZari Older 
and Consoer The data presented m Mr. 
Spangler's paper and his discussion 
thereof is of much interest 

Of particular mterest is the matter of 
the modulus of subgrade resistance, the 
values of which as denved from the 
tests, Mr Spangler cautiously calls 
"apparent modulus of subgrade resis
tance " He finally emphasizes the need 
of adequate fundamental knowledge of 
the relationship between subgrade pres
sures and deflections, and frankly states 
that the studies did not produce satis
factory results 

I t IS of mterest to note that, after a 
number of cycles of load applications to 

the comer of the test slab, the subgrade 
under the comer was visibly depressed 
and the apparent modulus of subgrade 
resistance, as computed by a formula that 
assumes subgrade resistance to be pro
portional to slab deflection, decreased 
from 275 to a mimmum of about 40 The 
unit strams, measured along the bisector, 
increased substantially as the number of 
load cycles and the permanent depression 
of the subgrade mcreased If , under 
laboratory conditions, the subgrade mo
dulus may appear to vary 700 percent, 
what are we to expect under field condi
tions' 

In a pavement slab subject to heavy 
traffic, vanous cycles of loading are re-
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peated constantly, not only at comers 
but along continuous paths In the 
Bates Test Road permanent depression 
of the subgrade, caused by the test traflBc, 
was noted not only at comers but con
tinuously along the edge of the pavement 
This probably caused an unsymmetncal 
subgrade depression with respect to 
corners which rmght distmctly influence 
the location of the actual subgrade reac
tion and the locus of maximum stress 
There is no good reason to assume that 
similar ruts do not exist under pavement 
slabs m service 

In the case of actual pavement slabs, 
which warp substantial amounts due to 
the mevitable altemate warmmg and 
coohng of the top surface, the apparent 
permanent subgrade depression at cor
ners and edges as noted at night may be 
several tunes as great as that observed 
durmg the day 

The deflection of Bates Road comers 
' caused by test loads apphed at night was 

often more than three times as great as 
I that caused by the same loads apphed 

durmg the day (See BuUetm No 18, 
111 Division of Highways, Department 
of Pubhc Works and Buildmgs) 

The vital importance of warpmg, which 
may also be coupled with a permanent 
local depression of the subgrade, may be 

j illustrated by the followmg example 
I After reading the elevation of the comer 
, of a 7-m slab with an Ames dial at 3 

P M a 6000 lb load was apphed and a 
deflection of 0 02 m noted Upon re
lease of the load the comer recovered its 

I ongmal elevation At midmght the ele-
1 vation of the unloaded comer was agam 

read and found to be 0 08 in higher than 
its unloaded 3 P M position The 6000 
lb load was agam applied and while at 
this time the deflection was 0 07 m , the 
elevation of the comer was still 0 01 in 

higher than its 3 P M unloaded position, 
and 0 03 in higher than its 3 P M loaded 
position In other words the deflection 
under load at night was not suflScient to 
depress the slab to contact with the 
subgrade at the comer, and the reaction 
at that point was evidently zero This 
I S but one of a great many similar obser
vations 

In as much as the warpmg of out of 
door concrete slabs is probably a uni
versal phenomenon, and permanent sub-
grade depression may also be present, i t 
I S obvious that the use of any formula for 
stress, that presupposes subgrade reac
tion to be m proportion to slab deflection, 
I S decidedly illogical m connection with 
the design of pavements I t also seems 
apparent that if reasonably correct values 
of the subgrade modulus are necessary 
m design formulas, the determination of 
the modulus from slab deflections can 
not be correctly made by the use of a 
formula that is based upon the assump
tion that subgrade resistance is in pro
portion to slab deflection I t would 
also seem apparent that if the funda
mental relations of load, subgrade reac
tion, and slab stress that apply m service 
roads are to be confirmed by experiment, 
the test slabs should be subjected to 
actual or at least simulated traffic 

I t is interestmg to note the position of 
the iso-deflection Imes, Figure 20, m 
connection with the location of the radial 
stram gauge measurements as indicated 
in Figure 2 

Figure 20 indicates that the direction 
of maximum strains under comer loading 
is not along radial lines except along the 
bisector of the angle Near the corner 
the iso-deflection lines are nearly straight 
and at nght angles to the bisector of the 
comer angle. In all probability there
fore the gauges, except when placed along 
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the bisector, crossed the direction of 
maxiinuin stress at angles varying from 
zero to approximately 45 degrees I t 
seems practically certain that except 
along the bisector, the unit stram com
puted on the basis of the full gauge 
length at any given gauge position is less 
than the maxmium m that locahty At 
the edges of the slab and near the comer 
the difiference might be as much as 40 
per cent 

If the umt strams should be redeter-
mmed by using the components of the 
gauge lengths that are normal to the iso-
deflection Imes, Figure 20, the iso-strain 
hues. Figure 8, would all mtersect the 
edges of the slab This would probably 
represent a reasonably true picture of 
the actual strams, and the locus of the 
maximum strain for the 3000 pound load 
would be nearly parallel to the final 
fracture under the ultimate load 

Mr Spangler's tests clearly illustrate 
the mconsistent results that must surely 
follow the assumption that subgrade re
action is everywhere m proportion to 
slab deflection His findings also in
dicate that the assumption that comers 
of pavement slabs must often act as un
supported cantilevers m supportmg loads, 
IS entirely reasonable and certamly closer 
to the truth than the assumption that 
subgrade reaction is greatest under the 
comer where the deflection is greatest 

He calls attention to the fact that 
breaks that appear near the corner are 
hkely to occur along straight hues nor
mal to the bisector and the iso-deflection 
Imes of his Fig 20 indicate that this 
should be so This, together with the 
demonstrated fact that the slab may be 
entirely unsupported for some distance 
from the corner, mdicates that of the 
three assumptions made m the denvation 
of the simple comer formula s = 3W/d^ 

only the one in regard to the location of 
the load is not justified 

As to the position of load, the assump
tion that i t IS apphed at the extreme 
comer is, m the present day of pneumatic 
tires, much more of an approximation 
than it was m the day of sohd tires which 
were capable of imposmg the load upon 
a very small area When, because of 
the lack of subgrade support for some 
distance under the comer, the comer acts 
as a simple cantilever, the bendmg mo
ment equals the load tunes the distance 
from the stressed section to the center 
of pressure regardless of the area of con
tact I t IS then a simple matter to cor
rect the length of the moment arm for 
the actual position of the center of the 
wheel load and use the simple beam for
mula to find the stress at any distance 
from the comer as far back as the sub-
grade affords no substantial reaction 
To determme where the subgrade reac
tion begms under such adverse conditions 
as are apt commonly to occur in service 
pavements is likely to prove to be 
difficult 

In spite of the assumption made m the 
simple comer formula that the load is 
applied at the extreme comer, when it 
IS apphed to Mr Spangler's test slab, i t is 
found to fit the maximum stresses found 
expenmentally very satisfactonly For 
a load of 3000 pounds i t predicts a stress 
of 250 pounds per square mch which 
seems to correspond exactly with the 
high pomt of Mr. Spangler's theoretical 
curve for maximum stress. Figure 18 

M R SPANGLER, Author's Closure' Mr ^ 
Older's comments relative to this paper 
are greatly appreciated, not only be
cause of his eminence m the field of high
way engineermg, but because they serve 
to focus attention upon some of the more 
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important factors in this study concern
ing which many questions are yet un
answered 

In regard to his comment relative to 
the use of a modulus of subgrade reac
tion and an assumption that subgrade 
reaction is proportional to slab deflection, 
there is ample evidence that this assump
tion IS not correct 

However, i t seems equally true that 
the opposite extreme, e g , that the cor
ner of a pavement slab acts as an unsup
ported cantilever beam, is also incorrect 
Even when the extreme comer of a loaded 
slab IS not in contact with the subgrade, 
the reaction will, m all probabihty, be 
distributed non-uniformly over an area 
which begins at some undetermmed dis
tance back from the comer and the in
tensity and distnbution of the reaction 
will bear some relationship to slab deflec
tion, even though not directly propoi-
tional to it I t seems that the true situa
tion hes somewhere between these two 
extremes 

The use of an "apparent modulus of 
subgrade reaction" is merely an empiri
cal means of evaluatmg the relationship 
between slab deflection and subgrade 
reaction, and a device for brmging an 
actual unknown situation into the realm 
of an ideahzed situation for purposes of 
analysis 

One of the important results of this 
test IS the indication that a large decrease 
m the value of the apparent modulus 
(from 250 to 40 lb per sq in ) caused by 
the permanent depression of the sub-

' grade under repeated loading, was ac-
j corapanied by a relatively small mcrease 
m stress, about 20 to 25 percent as shown 
in Figures 18 and 19 This evidence is 
supported by the findings of the U S 
Bureau of Public Roads as reported on 
page 188 of Public Roads for November 

1935, which was not available at the 
time the paper was written 

Mr. Older suggests that the stresses 
reported m the paper, which were 
obtained by multiplymg the strains 
measured in a radial direction by the 
modulus of elasticity of the concrete, are 
probably not the maximum stresses, 
especially in regions away from the corner 
bisector This brings out the question of 
the relationship between radial stresses 
obtained in this mannei and the prmcipal 
stresses in the comer region In a study 
of a slab tested later at Ames, which had 
not been completed when the paper was 
written, this matter was made a major 
obiective, and very extensive stram 
measurements on bi-axial and tn-axial 
rosettes were made, from which the 
magnitude and direction of the prmcipal 
stresses over the comer region have been 
determined The results of this study 
are now available (Febmary 1936) and 
they indicate the following general con
clusions 

The principal stresses along the 45 
degree bisector coincide with the radial 
stresses m direction, due to symmetry 
about this axis, and are roughly 10 to 
12 percent less in magnitude Along 
the 22 5 and the 67 5 degree elements, 
the prmcipal stresses bend toward the 
bisector, that is, tend to become parallel 
with it The angle of this deviation 
varies from a maximum of about 17 5 
degrees with the radial elements, to a 
minimum of about 9 5 degrees at 2 5 feet 
from the comer In magnitude, the 
principal stresses crossing these elements 
are equal to or slightly greater than the 
radial stresses At the edges of the slab, 
the pnncipal stresses and the radial 
stresses are comcident, both in direction 
and magnitude The maximum pnnei-

\ 
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pal stresses at the edges of the slab are 
about 68 percent of the maxiinum princi
pal stress along the bisector 

In conclusion, the author wishes to 
express a high degree of confidence in 
the results obtained by the use of Mr 
Older's simple comer stress fornaula, 
although disagreeing strongly with the 
premises upon which i t was derived I t 
IS felt that the prmcipal result to date of 
the studies bemg conducted at Ames has 
been the partial reconcihation brought 
about between the results of the Bates 

Road Tests and an analysis based upon 
the concepts relative to subgrade reac
tions, slab deflections, and load position 
as advanced by Dr Westergaard I t is 
the author's belief that the discrepancy 
between stresses obtamed by Wester-
gaard's comer formula and those mdi-
cated by the Bates Tests hes pnmanly 
m the inadequacy of the assumption that 
the locus of maximum stress m the comer 
region is a straight line normal to the 
bisector and that the stress is uniformly 
distributed along this locus 


